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Analysis and microelectronic design of tubular
electrode arrays intended for chronic, multiple singleunit recording from captured nerve fibres
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A b s t r a c t - - T h e paper discusses proposals for recording multiple single-unit potentials from nerve fibres
that become captured in an array of tube electrodes. Capturing may be through regeneration
of cut fibres or by placement of dissected filaments into grooves which are then covered. The
factors contributing to signal-to-noise ratios obtainable with this type of electrode are discussed.
The design, construction and bench-test results are given for an electrode array in which
thin-film microelectronic techniques are used to build a densely packed, flexible, 3-dimensional
electrode array consisting of a bundle of plastic tubes with flat metal contacts at midtube,
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Introduction

and increase the signal-to-noise ratios obtainable
extracellularly.
Peripheral nerves (GuTH, 1956) as well as the
microelectrode to chronic recording are legion,
particularly when multiple, closely Spaced probes optic nerve of lower vertebrates (ATTARDI and
are desired. The electrodes are fragile, their electrical SPERRY, 1963) will regenerate if cut and re-establish
and physical properties inconsistent, and their functional connections. MARKS found that perimanipulation and positioning quite tedious. 'Float- pheral nerve bundles of bullfrogs (1969) and rats
ing' microelectrodes (SALCMAN and BAn, 1973) (personal communication) will regenerate through
improve chronic-recording stability, but it is still sponges and tubes of various metals and plastics,
not possible to guarantee holding a single unit for although rat sciatic nerve fibres appear to be
somewhat limited in their ability to fill densely a
more than a day or so.
Ideally, to maximise the number of information narrow tube, because of the more rapid proliferchannels and minimise the intrusion on the nervous ation of Schwann cells. Mammalian and amphibian
system, it would be desirable to have several neurons c.n;s, fibres appear either not to regenerate, or to
simultaneously present on each of several channels. regenerate around rather than across cuts (MARKS,
With high signal-to-noise ratios and stable or only 1972 a, b, c, and d). However, c.n.s, fibres have been
slowly changing waveforms, one could make use of seen to slide spontaneously into deep, narrow grooves
any of several waveform analysers and separators (25 • 5 pm) in inert plastic implants (unpublished).
Recently, MANNARD et al. (1974) constructed a
previously described (KENT, 1971; SCHMIDT, 1971;
GLASER and MARKS, 1968). A n attempt to achieve tubular regeneration electrode by mechanical
such a data stream was made by GERSTEIN and drilling through silver wires embedded in Epon.
CLARK (1964) who designed a single electrode with Their array of 10 such tubes, 100am in diameter
multiple exposed metal patches, but their design and 700 a m long, successfully recorded 50 to 150/tV
suffers the usual problems of discrete microelectrodes, multiunit potentials from regenerated Xenopus
plus an additional signal-to-noise attenuation sciatic motor fibres.
This paper analyses the neuronal and electrode
caused by averaging signals over several patches.
In this paper, we explore previously proposed parameters that are theoretically important in
techniques for achieving a solution to these problems recording from nerve fibres in tubes and describes a
by capturing nerve fibres in tubes, either by allowing fabrication technique for regeneration tube arrays
them to regenerate through tubes (MARKS, 1969) which appears to be adaptable to a variety of
or by inserting them into grooves which are sub- electrode approaches. The difficulties in hand
sequently sealed (HOFFER et aL, 1973; BRINDLEY, manufacture of electrode arrays, as well as the
1972). This configuration has certain inherent inherent limitations of geometry and packing of
properties which should both stabilise spatial discrete wires, has led us to develop techniques of
relationships between electrodes and nerve fibres thin-film microelectronics in constructing arrays of
tubular electrodes. Such techniques are beginning to
find uses in neurophysiology for both in vivo
First received Sth December ?975 and in final form 16th June 1976
THE DIFFICULTIES of adapting the classical metal
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(WISEet al., 1970) and in vitro (THOMAS et al., 1972)
multiple microelectrode arrays. LLINAS et al. (1973)
have proposed a design incorporating first-stage
amplification and multiplexing on a silicon wafer
with holes for regenerating fibre capture, although
this has yet to be built.
With planar construction, bringing leads out in
the same plane as the tubes allows stacking of rows
of tubes so that the surface seen by the cut nerve
fibres has a greater density of channels. Also,
the basic technique of photolithographic fabrication
allows fine control over such parameters as tube
size and shape and number and position of contacts
per tube to take advantage of whatever biologic
factors may govern nerve regeneration.

length and tube diameter are fixed by metabolic,
mechanical, signal processing and experimental
considerations. Within those constraints, we may
optimise the expected signal-to-noise ratio of our
electrode by varying the percentage of the tube
inside wall surface occupied by the metallic electrode
pickup, achieved by varying L~ in the planar design
diagrammed in Fig. 1.
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M e t a b o l i c limitations on tube length

Since nerve fibres function as virtual constant
current sources, the extracellular potential recordable at the centre of a long narrow tube surrounding the fibre will increase with an increasing
length of the tube and decreasing diameter. However,
the returns from increasing length begin to diminish
as the tube reaches the wavelength of the action
potential (3 to 30 mm for both myelinated and unmyelinated fibres (PAINTAL, 1966; 1967). If blood
vessels do not grow through the tubes, oxygen
diffusion may become the limiting factor for tube
length. The consumption of oxygen can be considered independent of oxygen concentration down
to low levels (4 mm Hg) (ELLIOTT and HENRY,
1946), SO that the tube length must not exceed the
value L for which the oxygen concentration at the
midpoint vanishes. F o r cylindrical geometry with
uniform oxygen consumption of densely packed
tissue, this limiting length (HOBER, 1945) is
. . . . . . . .

(1)

Using P = 0.1 atm. (partial pressure of capillary
bed as mean of arterial and venous 02 tension),
D = 1.15x 10 -5 ml O2/cm rain atmos (diffusion
constant for connective tissue) (KROGH, 1919 and
E = 3"73 10 -4 ml O2/g min (metabolic rate for
frog sciatic nerve at 20~ stimulated to fire at 100 Hz)
(BRINK et al., 1952) gives L = l ' 5 7 m m . Using
E = 2" 1 7 x 1 0 - a m 1 0 2 / g m i n for rat saphenous
nerve at 37~ (LARRABEE and BRONK, 1952) and
correcting D by I ~ / ~
(KROGH, 1919), gives
L = 0" 7 mm. The density of regenerated tissue may
be less in the tubes than within normal nerves, but
the metabolic rate of regenerating tissue is probably
greater. Thus the foregoing figures merely set
approximate upper bounds for the length of cylindrical tubes in which nerve fibres can survive
without accompanying blood vessels. '
Signal-to-noise optimisation o f tubular electrodes

We shall assume that the overall tube-electrode
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Fig. 1 Tubular-electrode configuration with equivalent-circuit elements and dimensions defined
(see table 1)

The signal is proportional to the effective resistance of the fluid in the tubes on either side of
the conducting metal patch.
RT = ~ A ' (L - Lx)

. . . . . . .

(2)

The thermal (Johnson) noise is proportional to the
square root of the real component of the total
electrode impedance (fluid column plus metal/
electrolyte junction).

g
ZR =

WLx[1 + (2nFRC) 2]

+ Rr

(3)

The specific resistivity of the tissue in the tubes (p)
is likely to fall somewhere between that of extracellular fluid ( 0 . 8 M ~ p m for frog, 0.65Mg)flm
for mammals) and that of densely packed, longitudinally oriented white matter, which is about
three times higher [2.45 M ~ p m for frog sciatic
nerve (TASAKI, 1964)]. Over that range of values
for p in a tube with dimensions L, A, and W, as
listed in Table 1, and using^either our own or
ROBINSON'S (1968) values of R = 800 M ~ / t m 2 and
= 0.2 pF//tm 2, the ratio RT/%/ZRis never less than
9 0 ~ of its maximum for any L~ between 50 and
180gm. In the electrode design described here,
L~ was set at 150/~m. In the calculations in Table l,
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Table 1. Tubular-electrode dimensions and electrical parameters

L
Lx
W
A
C
Cj
R
Rj
Cs
RL
F
B

p
Ze
RT
ZR
EN

= 950/zm
= 150/zm
= 15/zm
= 225 Fm 2
= 0.2 pF//~m 2
= 450 pF
= 7000 M~/zm 2
= 3 . 1 MO
< 50 pF
< lkO
= 1 kHz
= 20 kHz
Amphibian
0-80 M~QFm
0.83 Mr2
0"71 Mr2
0"75 Mf~
15.6/zV

(tube length)
(electrode-patch length)
(electrode-patch width)
(tube cross-sectional area)
(capacity per unit area of metal/electrolyte junction)*
(capacitance of electrode patch to electrolyte)
(resistivity of metal/electrolyte ~iunction)*
(resistance of electrode patch to electrolyte)
(shunt capacitance along leads)*
(lead resistance)*
(frequency of test sinewave)
(bandwidth of recording amplifier)
Mammalian
0-65 M=Q/zm (resistivity of Ringer's solution)
0.71 Mr2
(overall tube-electrode impedance)
0.58 M~q
(resistance of Ringer's solution filled tube)
0.62 MQ
(real component of ZE)
14-0 FV
(r.m.s. Johnson noise associated with ZR)

* derived from our empirical measurements on samples of the materials employed.

p is that of the test solutions, comparable to extracellular fluid resistivity.
The root-mean-square Johnson noise En is given
by
E~ = (4k TBZR) ~

(4)

. . . . . . .

where k is the Boltzman constant, T is the Kelvin
temperature, and B is the recording amplifier bandwidth (20 kHz assumed, see below). The Johnson
noise of a tube filled with fibres would be up to
1.7 times higher.
Signal amplitudes for various fibres in tubes

A comprehensive derivation of the signals to be
obtained from unmyelinated amphibian nerve
fibres under a variety of electrode configurations
has been presented by STEIN and PEARSON (1971).
F r o m their curves of triphasic waveforms (single
electrode in symmetrical insulating tube), we have

calculated by their method that a 3.5/~m fibre
conducting at 1 m / s would generate a 4.42 mV
peak signal at the centre of our tubular electrodes
(L = 950pm, A = 225/tm2). Thus the tubular
electrode might be useful for capturing the rerelatively large currents generated by nonsaltatory
conduction in unmyelinated fibres, producing large
signals in these normally difficult to record from
small fibres. Signals would, however, be expected to
drop off rapidly with decreasing fibre diameter,
with a factor of d 2 for the transconductance ratio
of fibre to tube when the tube is longer than the
wavelength.
F o r unmyelinated mammalian fibres, we are at a
complete loss for predictive data. The above data
is based on squid giant axon waveform parameters
at 20~ and their applicability even to the small
fibres of higher cold-blooded animals may be
questioned.

PREDICTED SIGNALS FROM FIBRES AT VARIOUSNODE OFFSETS:
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Fig. 2 Theoretical signals which would be recorded
from different mammalian fibres in a tube
electrode with the dimensions indicated in
Table 1. densely packed with nerve fibres.
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Action potentials are shown propagating from
left to right, with the node of Ranvier offset
by various percentages (top) of the internode
length from the centre electrode
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A detailed discussion of our method for calculating tube-electrode waveforms for both mammalian and amphibian myelinated fibres is published
elsewhere (MARKS and LOEB, 1976). It is similar
to the method for unmyelinated fibres in which the
second difference between the intra-axonal potentials
at the centre and ends of the tube is scaled by the
ratio of axon-to-tube longitudinal conductivity.
In adapting this method to a regeneration electrode,
we have assumed that the only significant fibre
change is internodal length. In normal fibres, both
conduction velocity and internode length are
nearly proportional to fibre diameter over a wide
range of sizes. In regenerated fibres, conduction
velocities approach normal with a time constant
of about 100 days (SANDERSand WHITTERIDGE,
1946), but internode length ceases to depend on
fibre diameter and assumes its embryonic value,
equal to that of the smallest normal fibres (Vtzoso
and YOUNG, 1948; HISCOE, 1947).
Fig. 2 shows the theoretical signal waveforms
which would be recorded in a tube with the dimensions given in Table 1, filled with fibres having an
aggregate longitudinal resistivity p = 2 ' 4 M~q/~m.
The top trace shows the signals for a normal
(intact) 64 m / s mammalian fibre (outside diameter
= 11.5/tm, internode length = 1092/tm) with
the node of Ranvier positioned at five different
distances from the centre of the tube (0 ~ indicates
node at centre electrode, - 5 0 ~ indicates node
displaced 5 0 ~ of the internode length to the left
of the centre point with the direction of propagation
from left to right). When the internode length is
greater than the tube length, it is possible to have
the node closest to the electrode positioned anywhere
from the centre to completely outside the tube,
producing the large range of both waveforms and
amplitudes seen. The same-diameter regenerated
fibre, with a 200/~m internode length (middle trace),
has comparable signal amplitudes but they are much
more consistent because there must always be one
node within 100/tm of the centre.
The bottom trace shows the signal that would be
expected from an 8 m / s fibre, which would be expected to have a 200/tm internode whether normal
or regenerated, and thus has little signal variance
with node position (not shown). The signal amplitude for this 2.1/~m-diameter fibre is about 100/zV
peak-to-peak, which would be marginally detectable above noise (14/zV r.m.s, x 1 "7 to correct for
longitudinal resistivity, x 3 to convert to peak-topeak noise = 71/iV). Note the very rapid time
course of these signals, which has caused us to
select 20 kHz for the recording bandwidth which
might be required to avoid attentuating the signals
or degrading shape information useful for sorting.
It seems probable that the tubular electrode
analysed here is about the smallest in diameter that
one would wish to construct and that there may be
applications in which considerably larger tubes are
198

used, particularly where it is intended that intact
fibres be surgically placed into grooves which are
subsequently sealed into tubes. Such larger tubes
would be considerably easier to manufacture by
microelectronic or other techniques. The length
limitation imposed by the diffusion of metabolites
in a tube without intrinsic blood supply is unaffected by enlarging the cross-sectional area
(eqn. 1), so we may anticipate that large tubes will
have decreased ratios of length to cross-sectional
area, with reductions of signal size predicted by
eqns. 2 and 4. Even larger diameter tubes in which
intact nerve filaments containing blood vessels
might be placed can only have a moderate (eightfold) increase in useful tube length until the wavelength of the action current is reached. In fact,
recent experience indicates that such tubes still
produce adequate signal-to-noise values (HOFFER
et aL, 1973), but precise predictions become difficult because of the anisotropy of nerve fibre
bundles (TASAKI, 1964; PLONSEY, 1974) resulting
in the dominance of local current gradients (MARKS
and LOEB, 1976).

Electrode-array design and construction
In microelectronics, layers of conductors and
insulators are sequentially applied and selectively
removed photolithographically, much like the
production of very small printed circuits. Although,
traditionally, such devices have no significant
three-dimensionality, we have combined thick
electroplating, potting and stacking to construct a

Fig. 3 Single-layer cable for implanting, showing
electrode array end at left, flexible ribbon cable,
and contact area mounted on glass at right

3-dimensional array of tube electrodes. The resuiting device is a 50/tm-thick plastic strip with 12
gold-titanium thin-film contacting pads at one end,
connected by 12 parallel leads to the individual
tube electrodes 80 mm away at the other end of the
strip (see Fig. 3). The electrodes (platinum plated
over the Au-Ti metallisation) form part of the floor
of 12 plastic tubes running through the plastic
strip in the same plane, but at right angles to the
leads. The leads are insulated with a permanent layer
of stabilised photoresist as they cross under all the
tubes, except the ones where they terminate as
electrode patches. The tubes themselves are 10 to
15/tm high, 10 to 15/tm wide, and may be 300 to
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1200/tm long. They are spaced on 25 pm centres
(see Fig. 4). The highly flexible strip circuits may be
stacked giving large numbers of electrodes. Each
layer from the top is slightly longer, so that when the
rows of tubes are lined up over each other, all the
contact pads at the other end are accessible. After
initial tooling and mask preparation, five 12-tube
arrays can be made in about 10 man-hours by an
experienced microelectronics technician.

Test results
The schematic, diagram in Fig. 1 represents the
approximate equivalent circuit of a tubular electrode.
Measurements in our laboratory of the conductivity of test saline and of the junction properties
at 1 kHz (sinewave) of the platinum electroplate
employed predict the values indicated for the
various components of the complex impedance.
It should be noted that these results differ significantly from the commonly referenced figures of
ROBINSO~q (1968) for platinum black, as discussed
previously.
Tests on electrode assemblies of approximately
the dimensions indicated (Table 1) yielded impedances of approximately 0.8 M ~ at a voltage
phase lag of approximately 30 ~, consistent with the
predicted results of 0.83 Mf~ at 22 ~ The impedance measured between two adjacent electrodes in
I

Fig. 4 Photomicrograph of a single-layer electrode
array after 30 days in saline (room temperature).
Features from left are: rough-cut edge of array;
common electrode which borders ribbon cable
along its entire length, and seen here running
vertically across the floor of the "front porch"
which begins at the cut edge; staggered
tapered walls which divide front porch into 12
tube-like channels; metal-electrode patches on
floor of six tubes; triangular cross-over region,
where leads from electrodes pass under the
insulation patch (invisible here) as tubes pass
over; electrode patches in other six tubes; tubes
leading to right front porch with second
common electrode, rough cut edge of the array.
The tubes are approximately 1000 Fm long and
are spaced 25 Fm apart centre-to-centre

Each single layer starts as a substrate of 15/~m
thick Parylene-C (Union Carbide Corp., New
York) vapour deposited on temporary glass carrier
slides (LOEB et al., in press, a and b). The initial
Au-Ti metallisation is photolithographically formed,
electroplated with platinum distally, and covered
with the photolithographed insulating photoresist
as shown in Fig. 5. A transparent overcoat of
evaporated nickel provides conductivity for electroplating the nickel bar pattern through a photoresist
mask; it is then etched away leaving the isolated
bars seen in Fig. 5.
A number of such completed layers are peeled
from their glass carriers and aligned and sandwiched together with epoxy resin which flows around
the nickel bars. Trimming the edges exposes these
bars which are etched out with nitric acid, leaving
the multitube device illustrated in Fig. 6.
Medical & Biological Engineering & Computing
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Fig. 5 Four typical electrodes during fabrication. The
triangular patch of insulating photoresist has
been applied over the cross-over region of the
platinum-plated gold/titanium lead lines. Only
two of the nickel bars which will eventually be
etched out to form tubes are shown. Each lies
centred on its electrode patch of Pt-plated
Au-Ti and extends from one side of the 1200
#m-wide plastic substrate to the other, passing
over the insulation patch. At their ends (not
shown), the nickel bars become wider and
join so that, when etched out, a large open area
is formed

saline is approximately 1.5 Mf~ (at 1 kHz), in,
dicating approximately 24 M Q isolation between
electrodes, or 3 ~ crosstalk for the worst shunt
position at the electrode patches. Tests were conducted by monitoring the voltage between the
electrode lead and a large common platinum
electrode, in the bath or between two electrode
leads, while passing approximately 0.01 p A constant-current sinewaves via a large series resistor
and d.c. blocking capacitor.
Initial implantations were unsuccessful because of
technical problems involving anchoring to the
nerve and connectors. At present, this technique
March 1977
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for recording is being pursued actively by one of us
(WBM) with concentration on placing uncut
fibres into split tubes. Until an o p t i m u m configuration is found, discrete wire techniques are
being used to facilitate design changes.
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Analyse et conception micro-61ectronique d'ensembles d'61ectrodes
tubulaires destines a I'enregistrement permanent a plusieurs unites
separ6es des fibres nerveuses capt6es
Sommaire--Cet article examine des propositions pour l'enregistrement de plusieurs potentiels ind~pendants
capt6s par un ensemble d'61ectrodes tubulaires. Le captage pent s'effecteur par r6g6n6ration des
fibres coup6es ou par le positionnement de filaments diss6qu6s daBs des sillons qui soRt ensuite
recouverts. Les facteurs contribuant aux rapports signal/bruit que l'on peut obtenir avec ce genre
d'61ectrode SORt 6tudi6s. La conception, la construction et les r6sultats d'essais au b~nc sort expos6s
pour un ensemble d'61ectrodes pour lequel on a fait appel h des techniques employant une pellicule
micro-61ectronique mince afin de construire un ensemble d'61ectrodes tridimensionnel, compact et
souple, compos6 d'un faisceau de tubes en plastique comportant des contacts m6talliques plats b.
mi-longueur du tube.

Analyse und mikroelektronische Konstruktion von
Elektrodenanordnungen for Mehrfach-Einzeleinheitsaufzeichnung von
gefangenen Nervenfasern
Zusammeafassung--Diese Arbeit behandelt Vorschl/ige ffir die Aufzeichnung yon Mehrfach-Einzeleinheitspotentialen yon Nervenfasern, die in einer Anordnung yon R6hrenelektroden gefangen werden.
Einfangen kann durch Regeneration von geschnittenen Fasern geschehen oder indem zerlegte
Fiiden in Rillen gelegt werden, die dann bedeckt werden. Es werden die Faktoren besprochen, die
bei diesem Elektrodentyp zum Rauschabstand beitragen. Die Entwurfs-, Konstruktions- und
Werkbanktestresultate werden f'fir eine Elektrodenanordnung gegeben, in tier Diinnfilm-Mikroelektronikverfahren verwendet werden, um eine dichtgepackte, elastische, dreidimensionale Elektrodenanordnung zu baueR, die aus einem Btindel yon Kunststoffridhren mit flachen Metallkontakten
in der R6hrenmitte bestehen.
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